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oncepts In Education

Dr. EdwinH. Land, president ofthe Polaroid Corporation and an Institute
Professor, completed today, a4twelve-dayvisit here which included an intensive
round of meetingswith members ofthe faculty, administrationand student
it:
body.Thevisit was scheduled in order to provide materialfor the ninth
Arthur D. Little Memorial Lecture whichDr. Land will deliver onM~ay 22.
The Lecture is entitled, "Generation of Greatness: The ideaof a University
in an Age of Science."
'From these discussions," said PresidentKillian, "are emergingnew and
exciting conceptsof scientific and technical education." Studentswhomet with
Dr.Land expressed similar sentiments. Many felt thathis lecturewill contain
educational ideas of a revolutionary nature.One member of the student group
said thathe is urging "everyoneI meet"' to attend the Lecture.
The Lecture willbe given in Kresge Auditoriumat 8:00. Students, faculty,
;ear glass encloses the Burton House Dining Roorn in this tentative architect's rendering of the proposed structure. Stilts support the and staff are invited.
Wl,6room which juts over Amherst Street onto Briggs Field. When sufficient money is available and the Corporation gives its O.K.,
The Arthur D. Little Lectures were
jonaps next year, the half million dollar Burton construction program will get under way. In addition to the dining room, new lounges,
established
in 1944 with funds doOjitions, and separate entrances for the two wings are planned.
nated by Arthur D. Little, Inc. However, war conditions delayed, until
November 19, 1946, the inaugural lecture, which was given by Sir Edward V. Appleton, at that time "Senior Scientist of t h e Crown" in
Great Britain.
The following year Dr, J. Robert
: About eight percent fewer applicants are being accepted for next year's Freshman class than were accepted last
year, according to figures cited by B. Alden Thresher '20, Director of Admissions. These figures, correct as of May first, Oppenheimer spoke on "Physics in
the Contemporary World." Dr. Op'a~o show a drop of about fourteen percent in the total number of applicants.
penheimer
recently completed the
':i As of May first, 1418 freshmen were accepted, against 1537 last year. Applicants totaled 2454, versus 2845 a year
William
James
lectures at Harvard.
m-,
ig0.
The purpose of the Lectures, as
: Thresher said that the Admissions Office's instructions are to try to keep the size of the incoming freshman class
beow 900, so that the dormitory system will not be over-taxed, nor the freshman sections overcrowded. The fresh- stated in 1944, is "to promote interest and stimulate discussions of the
man class last fall numbered about 940.
ii Thresher attributed the drop in the total number of applicants primarily to the ten dollar application fee which implications inherent in the development of science through lectures by
wasinstituted this year. Harvard,
distinguished contributors to the ad6ch also levied a ten dollar fee for
vancement
of science."
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editorial
The Picture Window
The architects have unveiled a glass-walled, vistavision
dining room-on-stilts for Burton House. The need for such
a facility has often been felt, and the solution now being
presented is certainly an imaginative one.
It is so imaginative that we wonder how the Burton diner
of tomorrow will take to this new creature-on-campus. Its
sturdy legs will jut him out into the playground of MIT;
will he choose to linger in his dining room, savoring, under
glass, his West Campus backyard panorama?
We can almost picture the Burton diner, attired in a silk
bathrobe, buttering toast and sipping coffee while school
bells ring, spending the day like a captain on his bridge,
pacing it and scanning the horizon. He will watch the athletes and the would-be athletes limbering up side by side,
the ROTC departments staging their afternoon pageants,
the visitors in Sunday-best admiring Kresge, the turtles
climbing out of the moat around the Chapel to sun themselves on the grass, the neon light with its salty wink.
In time, the East Campus undergraduate will change
places with the resident of the Graduate House, as has already been ordained. Perhaps, then, he will cast an envious
eye down the block at his bathrobe-and-buttered toast
Burton neighbor. Perhaps even the elite of Baker House
will admit to a wisp of jealousy.

Fortress MIT
But, we must confess, fancy does not fling us so far as
to have us imagine that all of college life's days could be
filled with looking out of, or looking into, the spacious
windows of the new Burton House dining room. Considerable time will doubtless be spent within the dormitories
proper--in Baker House, Burton House, and underGraduate House-and some of this time may well be spent in

serious reflection on the kind of a dormitory system which
belongs on a college campus.
What must then become evident is this: The real "glass
house" of West Campus will not be the new dining room;
it will be the three dormitories themselves. Memorial Drive
with its heavy traffic and ever-present police, and the ungainly size of the three buildings; together these factors
weigh heavily against throwing stones or letting off steam

RESTAURANT

30 DunstOer Streef off Harvard Square
Famous for
CH:ARCOAL ROILED STEAKS, CHOPS and SEAFOOD
Dinner from 75c to $2.65
TRY OUR PORTERHOUSE STEAK FOR TWO--4.45

I
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EL 4-1366
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month gets a man age
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monthly for $5,000. The new,
lower monthly premium per
$5,000 for age 20 is. $2.25; age
25 - $2.50; age 30 - $2.85; age 35
- $3.45; age 40 - $4.35. Yearly
dividends reduce the cost even
further. By buying Savings Bank
Life Insurance direct from this
bank, you help lower selling coats
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or even giving the soul ample breathing space.
The Institute is committe d to making MIT a truly residential community. Associated with this goal is an ideal:
small, self-sufficient living units-fraternities and dormitories together--on West Campus. But this ideal is countered by the harsh reality 6f'a campus hemmed in by a city.
And the compromise which stems from this dialectic is one
of patching, partitioning, and appending to the present
system.
If this compromise replaces the original ideal, the living
units can be vastly improved. But two vital factors will bar
the way to the goal of a residential community. Half the
undergraduate body will always be housed in three hotels
on the banks of U.S. 1.
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Opening lead: eight of spades
South took East's queen with his ace. Without thinking,
South immediately finessed for the diamond king. East won
the first round of diamonds and continued the spades, first
playing the king and then the nine. South won the third
round of spades with the jack, but South could only run
his three diamonds and three hearts before East got in to
take the three remaining tricks and set the contract one trick.
The obvious alternative line of play, South leading a
small club to the queen on the board when in with the ace
of spades, will also lose because East will hop up with the
ace of clubs and knock out South's last spade stopper. Since
clubs do not split 3-3, South must still give up the king of
diamonds to East before he has nine tricks and East has
enough tricks now to set the contract.
If South had first realized that for East to have opened
the bidding, he must have all the high honors, he would
have been able to devise the following correct line of play.
Upon playing the spade ace, South leads a small heart
to the ace on the board. A small club is led back. If East
goes up with the ace, South now has nine tricks without the
diamond finesse, two spades, three hearts, one diamond,
and three clubs. If East ducks, South wins with the king,
and by giving up the diamond king to East has nine tricks
before East can mnhis spades.
-Jerry Davis '56
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OUR LAWLESS LANGUA;GE*
The laws that govern plural words
I think are strictly for the birds.
If goose in plural comes out geese
Why are not two of amoose then meese?

I~

If two of mouse comes out as mice

Should not the plural house be hice?

If we say he, and his, and him

Then why not she, and shis, and shim?
No wonder kids flunk out of schools
... English doesn't follow rules!
MORALs The singularly plural pleasures

of Chesterfield King make a man feel

tall as a hice. So don't be a geese!

Take your pleasure BIG. Take
Chesterfield King. Big length...
big flavor . . . the smoothest natural
tobacco filter. Try 'em.
Chesterfiteld King givess you maore

of wheat you're smcoking for!
*$50 goes to Paul2 R. Salomone, City College of
N. Y., for his Chester Fieldpoem.

$50 for every philosophiclverse accepted for publi.
cation.Chesterfield,P.O.Box21, ew York 46, . Y.
L.
--

O Llggett &Msers Tobacco Co.
----
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AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT

Pizza - Steaks - Spaghetti - Ravioli- Cacciatore - Chicken

Andre Marchal, Organ Concert@
Last Tuesday evening Andre Marchal gave the fourth of
his current series of organ recitals in Kresge Auditorium.
As a special feature of the program, Klaus Liepmann and
a small group from the Choral Society joined Marchal to
recall an old Baroque practice of having the chorus and
organ alternate verses in the musical portions of the liturgy.
Both parts of Grigny's "Five Versicles on the Hymn Veni
Creator," performed from either side of the auditorium,
were done well, although the plain song lacked some of the
rhythmic freeness of the organ.
Much of the remaining program, including works by
Tournemire, ¥ierne, and Jehan Alain, revealed Marchal's
remarkable skill in the performance of intricate passages
on different manuals, with the music light and flowing. It
was a pleasure to hear the Swell division of the organ used
so effectively, producing an exotic, haunting melody, a
joyful dancing one, or a quiet and beautiful background.
The best, and perhaps the most revealing, part of the
program was the improvisation. In the development of an
eight measure theme in E minor that he had never heard
before, Marchal showed an amazing use of the timbre of
the organ. Starting slowly with the nasal sound of the Voix
Humaine (without tremolo), Marchal then brought out the
melody more clearly with the Great division of the organ,
letting the nasal quality recede into the background. From
a quiet, impressionistic tune, the melody grew and ended,
soft and a bit sad, but above ail, beautiful.
MIT has been very fortunate to have such a great organist play here this spring. The last concert of the series,
featuring the work of Bach and his predecessors, will be
May 14.
-Hayward Alker
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Sir Perior Suits and Jackets
(75% Dacron 25%/ Cotton)
An Exclusive SELFCAIRE Fashion
No other suit boasts so many advantages! The smart fashion that
gives you such a distinguished appearance lasts and lasts . . . through

a)

the most wilting weather . . . through innumerable launderings, with
no special care required. You simply suds, rinse and drip-dry on a

COOL-..
COMFORTABLE
.
..
. .t ,

wooden hanger.
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Fourteen menlbers of the MIT faculty and administration were among the
103 new fellows elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Sixteen
Foreign Honorary members were also elected at the 177th annual meeting of
the academy, held in Boston on Wednesday.
MIT
professors named are Warren Ambrose, Mathematics; Raymond L.
Bislinghoff, Aeronautical Engineering; Jule G. Charney, Meteorology; William
N. Locke, Modern Languages; Director of Libraries, Douglas M. McGregor;
Industrial Management, Max F. Hlillikan; Economics, Center for International
Studies Director, Walt W. Rostow; Humanities, Claude E. Shannon; Electrical
Engineering, Clifford G. Shull; Physics, Malcolm W. P. Strandberg; and
Stanislaw M. Ulam, Mathematics. Also representing the Institute are James
McCormack, Jr., Adviser to the President; Warren S. McCulloch, Resident
Staff, DSR, and Carl F. J. Overhage;
Division Head, Lincoln Lab.
ENGINEERING EDUCATION
Others members elected include
(Continued from page 1)
Chief Justice Earl Warren, William
neering itself provides a splendid veFaulkner, and Helen Hayes. Some of
hicle for developing judgment, intui- the foreign Honorary Members are
tion and imagination. The department
Lester Pearson, Alvar Aalto, who deof Civil Engineering believes that the
signed Baker House, and Dag Hamdevelopment of the judgment ability marskjold.
of the student should begin as early
The American Academy of Arts
in the educational program as pos- and Science is the second oldest learnsible, so that exact thinking and judged society in the country. It was
ment can develop in parallel and there founded in 1780, in Boston, by John
can be full opportunity for an in- Adams and other revolutionary intermingling and a marriage between
tellectuals of the Massachusetts Bay
the two. Another benefit arising from Colony to cultivate and diffuse the
this experiment is that it serves to arts and sciences "to advance the inorient the student and give him a terest, honor, dignity and happiness
motivation for other subjects in his
of a free, independent and virtuous
curriculum of study.
people." Its leaders have included
These examples serve to point out James Bowdoin, Nathaniel Bowditch,
the continuing growth and improve- Charles Bulfinch, John Ericson, Noah
ment of the engineering education at Webster, Louis Agassiz, Ralph Waldo
MIT and show that one of the Emerson, Alexander Graham Bell,
strengths of MIT as an educational
A. A. Michelson, Henry W. Longfelinstitution lies in the fact that edu- low, J. W. Gibbs, Henry Adams,
cational experiments are an impor- Jeffries Wyman, and Oliver Wentant component of this growth.
dell Holmes.
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MIT Places 14th On Academy;
Second Oldest US Learned Society
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Prado Cord Suits and Jackets
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Here is the suit that has become a summer tradition wifh well-dressed
men everywhere. The cool, crisp coffon fabric, specially treated for
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is wonderfully comrforable on hot days. Srn. rf

styling gives every man a slimmer, more flattering appearance.
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Suits 28.75

Jackets 20.50
Headless forms rescued from an Athenian temple? No, merely plastic cable covers in the
Computer Center of the Compfon Laboratory. But they await their "giant brain", an IBM
704, which will be installed here by May 24.
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THAT DEFENDS
AMERICA
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The flying U. S. Air Force is a team of men who command the aircraft and men
who plan the attack. These are the pilots and navigators, both equally important to
the defense of America.
You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may join this
select group in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. Your training
will stand you in good stead, whatever your future plans may be-and you'll be
earning over $6,000 a year 18 months after training.*
If you are between 19 and 26A2 years of age, investigate your opportunities as an
Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air force. Priority consideration is now being given to
college graduates. For details, write: Aviation Cadet Information, P.O. Box 7608,
Washington 4, D. C.

Graduate -Then

I

'Based on pay of married 1st Lieutenant on
flight status with 2 years' service or more.

Fly.... Ua. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM
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Sailors Secot Ft[d To Navy
IEn Owen TY"I ophy Match
The Tech sailors placed second to
the powerful Naval Academy team in
a hotly contested battle for the Owen
trophy on the Thames River at the
Coast Guard Academy. Eleven of the
best teams in the East competed for
what is unofficially called the eastern
dingy championship. Down in fourth
place at the end of Saturday's racing,
the Tech sailors came to life on Sunday and captured the second place
spot but were unable to close the gap
between themselves and the midshipmen.

Saturday's races were marked by
light, Rflukey air, which plagued both
Tech skippers Bill Stiles '57 and Bill
Widnall '59. Neither skipper could
consistently place high. At the end
of Saturday's eleven races, Tech was
29 points behind front runner Coast
Guard, trailing also Navy and Brown.

Sunday brought a steady southerly
breeze and with it a brilliant performance from the Tech team. Placing
either first or second in all but one
of the day's races, Tech relentlessly
closed on Brown, then Coast Guard.
Navy, however, had already passed
Coast Guard and was giving no quarter. The points lost to Navy in Saturday's light air proved too great for
Tech to gain back, and Navy emerged
victorious.
RESULTS: 1. Navy 227; 2. MIT 210;
3. Coast Guard 201; 4. Dartmouth
184; 5. Brown 183; 6. Cornell 145;
7. Harvard 122; 8. Penn 117; 9. Army
115; 10. Yale 91; 11. Princeton 80.
Earlier in the week, Tech smashed
Harvard in a team race for the TechHarvard trophy. Thursday afternoon,
in a strong northerly wind on the
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Page one item:
new Arrow
permanerlnt stay colllar

Charles River, Tech w on three
straight in the three out of five series to blank Harvard and retain the
trophy. Skippering for MIT were Bill
Stiles '57, Bill Widnall '59, Dennis
Posey '59, Jerry Slaweeki '59, Steve
Strong '57, and Will Johnson '59.

If you've ever lost a collar
stay (and who hasn't? ) this
smart Arrow shirt with
permanent-stay collar is for you.
These stays are built right in,
permanently and invisibly.
They can't get lostsever!
Permanent stays are introduced '
this season in a trim short-pointed
collar model with French cuffs.
Yours in "Sanforized-labelled"
broadcloth, just $5.00. Pure silk tie, $2..

This week-end, the Tech sailors
move into the New England Championships at Edgewood Yacht Club
on Narragansett Bay.' Bill Stiles '57
and Bill Widnall '59 have an excellent chance to bring home the bowl
for MIT. Ten other colleges besides
Tech have qualified for the finalsB. U., Bowdoin, Brown, Coast Guard,
Dartmouth, Harvard, Northeastern,
Trinity, Tufts, and Yale. Tech has
beaten all of these finalists at least
once in different regattas this season
and is favored by many to win again
this wveek-end. Yet the winds and
other factors make sailing an unpredictable sport and so it can still be
anybody's regatta. B. U. with ace
sophomores Hatch Brown and Walley
Everest, who beat the powerful Navy
tleam at the Navy fall invitational,
must be reckoned with. Bowdoin's
Charlie Leighton-for two seasons
the high point skipper in New England- can lead his team to victory
if he gets good support from his
"B" division skipper Charlie Howland.
Brown's squad, in spite of being crippled by the probation of several of
its best starting skippers, has been
doing very well recently and can not
be counted out. Only one thing is certain: these are the best teams in
New England and it will be an exciting series.

bARROW'-I
-first in fashion
SHIRTS · TIES

MAKE YOUR SELECTION OF ARROW SHIRTS AT THE
r

TECHNOLOGY STORE
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Questions students ask DuPont

YOUNG DEMOCRATIC CLUB
The Young Dernocratic Club of
M IT will have its organizational mneet-

ing on Monday, May 13 in the Student Faculfy Lounge. At f.his meeting
'he President of the Young Dernocrafic Club of Massachusetffs will
formally present the MIT-YDC with
its charter.
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some of the answers in summary form
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FURNISHED HOUSE FOR RENTNOW UNTIL EARLY SEPTEMBER
16 Channing St., Cambridge. Large living
room-study, dining room, modern kitchen
with dishwasher, lavatory on first {floor. Five
bedrooms, two baths on second floor.
Aufornafic washer and dryer. Brafile Street
area, one mile from Harvard Square, convenienf to carline. $225 a month.
C. E. Shannon, Winchester 6-4559J
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"Do you hire men who have definite military commitments?"
asks Oran A. Ritter, Jr., of Louisiana State University.
Yes, because Du Pont has always been interested in men on a
long-term basis. Du Pont has employed many graduates with
military commitments even though they were due to report
for duty a few weeks after joining the Company.

".Would a graduate degree help my chances for advancement
at Du Pont?" asks John C. Nettletan, of Villanova University.
Many factors are involved. and an advanced degree would undoubtedly have a favorable effect in all technical work. blut
it would probably be of more direct benefit in research or development at DuPont than in prodluction. marketing or sales.

headquarers
in Boston

Centrally located near Kenmore
Square in Boston ... convenient to
rail depots . . . airports... and rapid
subway service to all parts of the city.
Special Somerset facilities for theatre
tickets, and, other special events in
Boston.

Special

STUDENT

W EIEKEND

RATES

Single with running water.
.$ 3.30
Single with bath .
.
S 5.50
Double-bedded rooms ....... $ 7.00
.. . $ 8.80
Twin-bedded rooms
Triple ..................
$11.50
to suite
Also rates for 4 or momr

H

"Where would I work for DuPont?" asks Gaylord E. Moss,
of Tufts College.
Du Pont has more than 140 plants anld research and developnment laboratories scattered tlhroufgh 26 states. If Lollu have a
definite preference. and DuPont has an openingi there for
wihich youl're qualifiedi. your chances of getting it are good.

"How are chances for advancement in a large company like
Du Font?" asks Herschel H. Loomis, Jr., Cornell University.
domod! Du Ponit is large. bult it's iiadte ilp of 11 idlteplndenllt
clllnl)aiacs-under onle IliWl;.1Wl'ttIe)aitillltts- like smalllr
oent. And it's a basic lolie.N to proimmte fromwitflini and ("I
merit as Conjllany,, groth creats lopentllilln.

aT E L

400 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston 15, Mass. KEnmore 6-2700

Make your reservations
with M.I.T. representative
BE 2-0160
Mike Brenner

We can grive only brief answers to these questions in
this space. But we'll be glad to anlswer theni more
fully, andt to try to answer other questions you
have that bear more directly on your
not write us today?

own\1future.
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THINGS

Address: The Du Pont Company.1

2507C Nemniours Biiilti

Wilington
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FOR SALE'

FOR SALE!

per

9al10~nl 1953 Morris Minor Four Door
?sdan, in Boautiful Condition.
$650 or best offer
Phone ST 2;5109

In this new feature The Tech
sports department will not only attempt to give a rundown of what
v-arsity and freshman athletic activities are occurring during the weekend, but we will also try to predict
the results in order to add prospective to the contests for the Techman.
Try to attend the games mentioned
and see if you can outguess and outcheer us.
BASEBALL
Varsity
Fri., May 10 at Wesleyan 3:00 p.m.
Sat., May 11 at U.S.C.G.A.
1::00 p.m.
Freshman
2:30 pn.m.
Sat., May 11 at Andover
Prediction: The varsity should be
taken by Wesleyan by about 11-2
token Friday, and drop a closer one
to the Coast Guard by about 6-4. The
stronger freshman squad promises to
outbat Andover by about 14-9.
CREW
Heavyweight Varsity
Sat., May 11 at Columbia, Rutgers
Lightweight Varsity
Sat., May 11 at Navy
Prediction: The heavies stand to
get nipped by Columbia but should
take a weaker Rutgers, while the
lights have little to hope for against
a powerful group of Navy strokers.
This Week Beaver PredictsLACROSSE
Freshman
Sat. May 11 at Tabor Academy
1:30 p.m.
Prediction: The fast moving frosh
lacrossers seem certain to have the
edge in this battle by at least an 8-3
margin.
RUGBY
2:00 p.m.
Sat. May 11 at Amherst
Prediction: No one seems to have

Contact GEORGE GLEN
Goodsle. 107
East Campus
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AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Refreshing antiseptic action heals
skin
razor nicks, helps keep your
. I
irn top conditiorn.
Ol*.s lox
I00
SHULTON

New

York - Toronto
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This Week Beaver Predicts--

-

OMEGA A-2 PHOTO ENLARGER
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
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heard of the Amherst boys before,
but Prof. Brown is making no commitments. We believe the Tech Rugbyers should be able to scare them
off the field. Say about 45-18.
SAILING
New England Finals
at Providence
Week-end May 11-12
Prediction: Led by their ace skipper Bill Widnall '59, the Tech sailors
are a good bet to place first in this
event and go on to national glory.
With well-engineered winds, we think
they will do it.
Varsity
Sat., May 11 Williams on Briggs
2:00 p.m.
Freshman,
Sat., May 11 Nichols, Jr. on Briggs
2:00 p.m.
Prediction: The only event on
Briggs Field this week-end should
produce a tough trouncing for the
varsity by about 79-46. The frosh
are capable of inducing an approximate 84-34 win against the Nichols
boys.

Frosh Nine Drops

Games To Tufts, NE
Newton 1Nine Beaten
Displaying solid offensive but rather weak defensive play over the past
week, the MIT freshman nine walloped Newton Junior College 20-5,
and then lost two heartbreakers, 1110 to Northeastern and 13-11 to Tufts.
Pounding out ten hits, among them
a three-run by Mike Morimoto, the
frosh encountered virtually no opposition from their opponents, NewJunior College on May 2. In fact, the
MIT cause was aided by 8 errors and
13 walks given by Newton pitchers.
Dick O'Brien drove in four runs while
going 2 for 4, and Dick Oeler, starting and winning pitcher went 2 for 3.
Facing Northeastern on the fourth
of May at Northeastern's field, the
Tech freshmen appeared on their way
to a second straight win, as they led
by three runs going into the last of
the eighth inning. But Northeastern
had not given up yet, and with the
aid of Tech errors tied the score
with an inning left.
In the last of the ninth the first
Northeastern batters singled. A passed ball followed, moving the winning
run to third. After a flyout and a
fielder's choice the bases were loaded
with one down.
Wednesday, May 8, Tufts invaded
Briggs Field and locked with the
frosh in a see-saw battle that saw
the visitors edge out Tech with two
runs in the eighth and one in the
ninth. Eleven runs, a safe total in
almost any game, was not good
enough as the Jumbo freshmen racked up 13 for a victory.
Nick Hurst walloped a grand slam
in the losing cause, while Mike Morimoto went 3 for 4, and Gene Shaw
was 2 for 4. Norm Fields started for
MIT, was relieved by Dick Oeler, in
the second when Tufts piled up a 6-2
advantage, who went the rest of the
way and absorbed the loss.
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ROOMMATE WANTED:
FOR SUMMER TERM
Gorgeous apt., mirrored fireplace, new all-

electric

kitchen, nearby shopping center,

ample free parkling-less than 10 minutes
from school, also near VITA.
Stephen Auerbach
Holman 301 EastfCampus
ELiot 4-7983

"Busines and peasure do mnix . .

ROIERT H. WENTORF, JR., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1951

"Until I joined General Electric's Research Labora- created borazon -a completely new, diamond-hard
tory in 1951, I never realized science could be such substance which promises far-reaching effect on ina challenge - or so much fun. My job involves re- 'dustrial processes and everyday living.
There are more than 27,000 college graduates at
search in physical chemistry - the investigation of
Electric. Each is provided the opportunity
General
new ideas which can lead to new and better products
in the hope that his creative
self-development
for
people can use. In a company of this size, I have the
new ideas. As General Electric
forth
bring
will
ability
unique advantage of having the tools and facilities I
stemming from man's native
ideas,
new
these
it,
sees
need and the experience of others close at hand. And
development of countless
the
to
lead
will
curiosity,
in return, of course, I'm expected to apply myself to
our nation's defense,
ofor
undreamed
as
yet
products
the best of my ability in each new job. As I see it,
homes.
and
industries,
if a big company like General Electric invests time,
money and faith in my creative ability, and if I re- A physical chemist at General Electric conducts studies of the
of matter, and of the way atoms and molecules
spond by creating, then we both benefit. To me, at atomic structure
wide variety of conditions.
a
under
interact
General Electric business and pleasure do mix."
The achievements of 31-year-old Robert Wentorf
speak well of his ability to make the most of the opportunities offered at General Electric. He recently
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LEARN TO DRIVE
a
REGISTRY LICENSED

O
DRIVER EDUCATION COURSE
O
SAVE ON INSURANCE

UP TO $50 PER YEAR

REGISTRY TESTS
ARRANGED FOR YOU
PICK-UP SERVICE
in your neighborhood
a
Call LUN 4-2324
77 Mf. Auburn Street
Camnbridge, Mass.
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Tech Tennis Team Dich Schwvaegler '57
Loses To RPI And Named Top Skier
Tough Dartmouth In N. E. Conference
The varsity tennis team journeyed
to Hanover, N. H. last Tuesday to
meet a powerful Dartmouth squad.
The final score was 9-0 with the Indians coming out on top as expected.
Most of the matches, however, were
close and interesting. In particular,
the first singles match brought out
excellent tennis with Jeff Winicour
'59 playing one of his finest games of
the season.
On Friday, Tech was visited by
RPI, and the visitors managed to eke
out a 5-4 victory. It was Tech's third
loss of the season by this same margin. The caliber of play which the
MIT netmen have displayed this season is belied by the 1-7 record they
have compiled. With the four sophomores on the team showing constant
improvement, they may well reverse
the close ones in the three remaining
garnes.
The victories for the home team
against RPI were captured by Dick
Hough '58 and captain John Pease
'57 in the singles. Then Hough teamed with Boyd Givan '57 to win in
doubles. Pease followed suit, and with
sophomore Pete Moss, won Tech's
other doubles match to round out the
scoring.
The lone victory earlier in the year
carme at the expense of Bowdoin by
a 7-2 score. The previous losses were
to Harvard, Brown, Williams, Colby,
and Boston University. Two of the
three remaining games will be away,
at Wesleyan and the Coast Guard
Academy. The season is rounded out
with a home game with Amherst.
It has not yet been decided if MIT
will send any representatives to the
New England Intercollegiate Lawn
Tennis Association Tournament which
will be held at Trinity on May 17
and 18.
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Dick Schwaegler '57, MIT Ski Team
Captain and a former Junior National
Champion on the snowy slopes, led
the Tech skiers to a third place in
the New England Intercollegiate Ski
Conference. When the final results
were tabulated among the eleven
teams in the conference, MIT was
awarded 452.3 points or 9G.5 % of
the perfect point total.
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Dick Sch.waegler '57
BU topped the league with 468.8
points, with Tufts second with 454.7,
followed by MIT, Northeastern, Amherst, A.I.C., Brown, N.E.C., K.T.C.,
Boston College, and Princeton.
In the individual standings,
Schwaegler took top honors in the
conference with an amazing score of
5.92 FIS points, twice as good as the
second place skier, Cal Conniff of
A.I.C. Dick was the only Techman
who placed among the top twelve
slopemen in the conference.
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THE CLOP
IS NOW TAKING ORDERS FOR

aroma to Schaefer beer. . . fresh as a bouquet.

CAPS and GOWNS

Agolden gleam . . . bright as laughter. A happy

PLEASE ORDER EARLY

kind of flavor that goes with having fun together.

TECHNOLOGY STORE
GET TOGETHER

WITH

-- ..
SCHAEFER

AMERICA'S OLDEST LAGER BEER
THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., ALBANY and NEW YORK, H.Y.
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wins the cheers for flavor
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[] What's all the shouting about? Winston
flavor! It's rich, full - the way you want
it! What's more, the exclusive Winston
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filter does its job so well the navor really
comes through, so you can enjoy it. For
finer filter smoking, switch to Winston!

Switch to WINSTON America's best-selling, best-asting filter cigarette!
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